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Synopsis

(Boosey & Hawkes Voice). One of the most prolific and respected of American art song composers, Ned Rorem is finally represented in a substantial, representative collection, which includes many newly published transpositions, and six songs never before published: Chromatic Fantasy * The End * On a Little Bird * Poem for F. * Shelley's Vision * While Sodom was occupied. 48019480 High Voice $24.95 48019481 Medium/Low Voice $24.94 me little pain... * While Sodom was occupied * You, the young rainbow.
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Customer Reviews

At last, we’ve gotten a wonderful and cheap book of Rorem’s songs (this review applies to the low voice as well). There are a few songs that I wish were on there (like "I Am Rose") but for the most part, this is thorough and should be all that you need.

This book was ordered for my daughter’s college major. She needed it for high voice and it was recommended by her voice teacher. I can only say if her voice teacher suggested it, it must be a good. He’s an excellent voice teacher!
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